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Meets

Recent News
I make no apologies for repeating my impassioned plea. Please
1)

Write up your exploits in the meets logbook

2)

Send me any details of any walks or climbs

3)

Let me know of any
social events you
would like published

4)

When?

Where?

27-28 April 2018

Count House, Bosigran,
Cornwall
SW422 366 - Map 102

18-19 May 2018

Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis
SH581 591 - Map OL17

2-9 June 2018

Hartfield House,
Applecross, Scotland

If you do anything
related outside the
club write about your
experience

NG721 467 - Map 24
20-21 July 2018

Caseg Fraith, Ogwen Valley,
North Wales
SH684 601 - Map OL17

10-12 August 2018

Provisionally Meadow Falls
Campsite, Ingleton SD686 734
- Map OL2

14-15 September 2018

George Starkey Hut, Patterdale
NY394 160 - Map 90

12-13 October 2018

Bwlch y Moch, Tremadog
SH576 405 - Map OL17

23-24 November 2018

Little Langdale Cottage, Lakes
NY316 030 - Map 90

7-8 December 2018

Homestead Bunkhouse,
Bamford
SK207 836 - Map OL24

The newsletter is dependent upon input from
the members. Please send me your ideas
Richard Lodge

richardlodge8@gmail.com

Social Events
When?

Where?

Last Friday of the month

Milton Keynes climb and
curry; see Yahoo for details

Monday 9th April

Green Park Grand opening
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Last meets
Clwt-y-Bel, Deiniolen, N.Wales 19-20 January 2018
This hut gives us access to the north-west corner of Snowdonia
– an area that we don’t often visit. This is in the heart of the
slate climbing ‘crags’ – a bit challenging in winter conditions.
For those preferring something more reassuring, there is easier
grade climbing on rhyolite at Carnedd Y Filiast (Mods through to
Severes).

An unusual meet in that because the Clwt-y-Bel hut was full a small group stayed in the Glan Dena hut.
Moira, Adam, Andy and Graham climbed into the Nameless Cwm from Idwal Cottage and all climbed Tower Gully.
Moira claiming painful calves due to ill-fitting boots stopped Adam from further progress whilst Andy and Graham
made a heroic ascent of Hidden Gully. Weather improving during the day from wet snow to bright sunshine.

Diccon, Alex, Richard, Barry and Kay walked up to Nameless Cwm from Glan Dena.

“When two tribes go to war” or in this case have tea
on a mountain

Val, Steven, Mark, James and John walked through thick snow to Elidiir Fach and carried on to Elidir Fawr. Val,
Steve and James returned to the hut and the others walked to Karabiner Club Hut. Mark continued on from
Elidir Fawr to Mynydd Perfedd and Carnedd y Filiast.
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Last meets
High Moss Hut, Seathwaite, Duddon Valley
23-24 February 2018
High Moss is situated in the Duddon Valley in the south
western Lakes at the foot of the Walna Scar track to Coniston. It is well off the road and access is via a track

High Moss Hut - February
An amazing weekend of cold, wind, and wall to wall sunshine!
On Friday Bob, Barry and Richard met with Adam, Moira and Graham to walk around White Combe and follow the Black
Combe ridge back (5miles; 1960ft)
On Saturday Richard, Bob and Barry left the hut early and started up the Warna Scar road but Barry wasn’t feeling well and
turned back. We arrived at the col with the most ferocious cold wind capable of knocking you over so we abandoned our
plan to climb White Maiden and instead retreated to the lower mine workings from there we completed a giant circle
including the following sites Pikes; Caw; Seathwaite; Wallowbarrow Crag; Grassguards; The Birks returning from there to
Long House. (10miles; 2018ft)
On Sunday we drove to Langdale and did the Greenburn Horseshoe, windy and some snow on the ground. Climbed
Wetherlam on to Swirl How and back along Wet Side Edge. (7miles; 2500ft).
Stayed at Raven Crag cottage just behind Old Dungeon Ghyll hotel.
Monday was cold and clear with a greater threat of snow, started early and walked up Langdale to the Pike of Blisco, then
down to the Wrynose Bridge. Back via Blea Tarn. (6miles; 2400ft)

Fallcliffe Cottage, Hathersage, Peaks, 16-17 March 2018
The club has been using Fallcliffe Cottage for a very long time
now. The hut is well placed for walking and climbing in the Peak
District with all of the well know Gritstone edges a short drive
away and likewise easy access to the high moorland for walking.
First time climbing on grit? Then it has to be the popular end of
Stanage, the finest gritstone routes anywhere in the universe
and at all standards. Other recommended crags would be Burbage North, Froggatt and Brichen Edges.

There was very bad weather forecasted for this weekend and it meant that only a limited number of people managed to get
to the hut. It was unfortunate because Richard Andrews had organised a party for his 65th birthday.
Richard, Fiona (B) and Jackie did a pleasant walk in Dove Dale en route to the cottage. On Saturday, Jackie, Mel, Richard and
Fiona (B) did a circular walk from Hathersage to Stanage Edge. The dusting of snow made for some fantastic views of the edge
and town, which could be appreciated when out of the wind. Plans to walk along the top were thwarted by the wind, which
nearly took Fiona off her feet. The weather was mixed (with the temperature hovering around freezing) but the sun shone
briefly (albeit weakly) during the lunch stop by the Plantation. Back to Hathersage early afternoon for tea and great shopping.
Graham, Adam and Fiona (Leach) opted for a lower level walk, by the river on Saturday .
Sunday - Woke up to several centimetres of snowfall overnight. After clearing snow from the cars we all left early and drove
home, slowly until we reached clearer roads.
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Next meets
Count House, Bosigran, Cornwall
Occupying a superb setting between the road and Bosigran
Crag (10 minutes walk), the Count House is a most beautiful
granite building. Originally built for a local mine, it is now
the only climbing hut in Cornwall. Its situation is perfect for
climbing on the North Coast.
Bosigran is a large granite sea-cliff located in West Penwith
at the very tip of the Cornish peninsula and, along with the
nearby Great Zawn, it holds some of the UK's greatest and
most cherished rock climbs. West Penwith is an astoundingly special place with its physical ambience and intermingling of stark moors, pounding seas, peaceful coves and
gorgeous beaches.
www.ukclimbing.com/articles/destinations/bosigran__cornwall's_granite_beauty-2971

Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis
The Hut can be found on the tourist path up Snowdon about 300m above Llanberis, Caenarfon. There is ample parking outside the hut and there are wonderful views across the valley to Moel Eileo and also across Llanberis pass to
Elidir Fawr. Pen Ceunant Uchaf, is located within walking distance of Llanberis centre, and gives ready access to
‘Cloggy’, the crags in Llanberis Pass, the slate quarries for climbing and Snowdon and Ogwen Valley for walking.
The accommodation consists of a common room, dining room, kitchen, toilets and washing facilities, a shower and a
drying room. The common room is heated by a coal fire, while the rest of the downstairs is heater by storage heaters.

Hartfield House, Applecross, Scotland
The Applecross peninsula boasts a breathtakingly
beautiful and dramatic landscape. The main township of Applecross (or A'Chomraich in Gaelic,
meaning sanctuary) is located around the picturesque bay and enjoys uninterrupted views out over
the island of Raasay and the Cuillin Hills of Skye.
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Christmas Quiz - Name That Climb

How many classic rock climbs do you know? These are all well known routes and classics of their day. Some you may have done,
some you should do and some you will aspire to. Hopefully, you all spent many hours over Christmas with glass in hand getting to the
right answers.
Questions
1) The three virtues
2) On the same crag as the first question, a type of footwear
3) Still on the same crag, a very ordinary route

4) From Corner to Corner
5) Half a Gulley
6) It was jokingly said that it was so called because it was Ruddy ‘Ard
7) An architectural feature. Actually there are two routes with the same name
8) An equestrian theme. Five words
9) Way ahead of its time, a native face
10) You may need a guidebook for this one so I’ll give you a clue, it’s on Froggatt Edge. ‘A Sex Change’.
Answers
1) Faith, Hope and Charity – if you haven’t done them, they should be on your list, all V Diff and on the Idwal Slabs
2) Tennis Shoe – harder than the previous three routes at Severe. The crux is tricky but well protected
3) Ordinary Route, Diff. Good for a wet day or carry a sack and use this to access the upper walls and slabs of Cwm Idwal
4) Diagonal, HVS, Dinas Mott. OK, maybe above your pay grade but a climb ahead of its time. First climbed in 1938 it was
ten years before a repeat ascent.
5) Point Five Gully, Ben Nevis. One of the older traditional style Scottish winter routes and a major undertaking in its day
at grad V. Must be on Dickon's to do list?
6) Kipling Grove(Ruddy ‘Ard = Rudyard), Gimmer Crag, Langdale. At HVS maybe out of your reach. First climbed in 1948 it
was a remarkable lead for its period and considered to be the hardest climb in the country at that time.
7) On Stanage we have Flying Buttress (V Diff) and also a Flying Buttress (V Diff) on Dinas Cromlech in the Llanberis Pass. If
you haven’t done them both, then you should.
8) The obvious answer is ‘A Dream of White Horses’ (HVS), a bold and committing route on Anglesey. However there is
also a route called ‘A Nightmare of Black Donkeys’ which would do as well for an answer.
9) Indian Face, E9, Cloggy. This one hit the headlines on its first ascent by Jonny Dawes in 1986. Hard and unprotected it
raised the bar from E7(the hardest grade at that time) to E9. The great and the good of the day all tried to repeat it but it
was eight years before that happened with the second and third ascents on the same day. Don’t try this one at home!

10) Strapadictomy, Froggatt Edge, E5 6b. Said to be low in the grade and well protected but that still isn’t going to be a
great deal of help to most of us.
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MY RENEWED LOVE AFFAIR

For those who have known me for a long time . . . skip this paragraph, for you will know the story of how I fell in love with
the Himalayan mountains and people and how it has affected my life. In 1985 a widow, Natalie Bull, (Celia Bull’s mother)
joined the club and asked me to be her tent-mate on her next regular trek to Nepal with several couples and old friends.
On our way to Henley to introduce me to them Natalie was telling me about all their interests and huge Himalayan experience and knowledge when I said, “What about the last couple on the list?”. Her answer “Oh you’ll love them, it’s John and
Joy Hunt”. I nearly put the car in the ditch! (For any who don’t read and learn of our marvellous mountaineering history
Google John Hunt.)
Thus my first trek was a very privileged one, lasting a month and aiming to climb Paldor (5928m) in the Langtang area of
Nepal, going up the Tiru Danda Ridge and out via the Gosankund sacred lakes. I returned home completely overwhelmed
with my new-found love and was very lucky to continue to trek in Nepal, India and Bhutan every other year until family
problems prevented me going for the last seven or eight years.
I had always booked with KE Adventure Travel and when I decided last year to bite the bullet and go again, I was delighted
to find that Kit Wilkinson, the Product Manage of KE who had led my 1997 Bhutan trek, was planning a reconnaissance trip
to the Lantang. It was to be all camping (unusual now as everyone seems to prefer lodges) to secret trails, up through villages and terraces, through the forests and out on to high open ridges and passes. Out route planned to enjoy the panoramic views of the Annapurnas, Manaslu and the Ganesh and Lantang peaks and a bit of serendipity returning via the Tiru
Danda Ridge which I had done in 1985. We had perfect weather and clear skies every night and day.
There were 16 ‘members’, Kit, Rikki the Nepalese gorgeous guide, our Sirdar, his wife and daughter and four other Sherpas,
cook and 25 porters. As promised, we never came across any other trekkers, had the beautiful ancient stepped mule tracks
to climb and descend our route. The devastation of some of the villages was heart-breaking, but the cheerful endurance of
the people rebuilding their shattered houses, monasteries and schools reassured us all that the indomitable spirit and beliefs of these beautiful people was unchanged.
I re-read my 1985 diary on return from my recent trek which was to the same area and was struck by some changes. They
may have been exaggerated by the recent earthquake, but the amount of bird life, butterflies and mammals (including red
panda) and sighting of a snow leopard we had then was far greater. The attempts to widen and put in drains whilst repairing the Kattmandu city routes damaged by the earthquake and also the many rural roads and tracks, none of which are
ever tarmacked, have resulted in the post monsoon dust being so much worse that everyone was wearing masks.
New vehicle tracks are going into what were quiet valleys and up to high passes, which is progress that cannot be denied,
so trekking in many of the popular areas has changed as bikes and jeeps replace the feet that used to tread the beautiful
and ancient miles of steps and paths of the mule and yak tracks. And, of course, even the porters had mobile phones and
the signal was infinitely more reliable than in the UK!
(Continued on page 7)
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Most people ask how many miles do we do each day, but the answer is really in hours because it depends on how much weight
gain at whatever altitude, and where the next camp can be made with adequate supply of water. The average day starts with
bed, tea at 06.00am, then breakfast and leave camp about 08.00am, a break for cooked lunch at mid-day then into camp any
time between 15.00 and 18.00pm. So, an average of 5-8 hours of walking.
Somewhere I remember reading that Nepal is not only a place on the map but an experience, a way of life from which we can
all learn. In all their adversity the people of the Himalaya, often owning less than we carry in our sacs and kit-bags, are so, so
happy. Also, I remember someone saying that Nepal is there to change you, and not you to change Nepal. I am so lucky and
privileged to be one of the people Tenzing described: “Many people come looking, looking, but some people come see”.
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Beastly Tales
Having re-arranged the dates of the trip umpteen times for various reasons we had finally settled on
the 1st-5th of March. The Clash were now blasting away in my head ….”Should I stay or should I go
now? If I go there will be trouble. If I stay there will be double”. The reason for this cacophony of
indecision? THE BEAST!!
“The Beast from the East” or “The Hysteria from Siberia” – call it what you will, had arrived.
Announcing its presence with snow-filled plumes stretching from Scarborough to Blackpool and from
Newcastle to Carlisle, cutting off parts of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, and partitioning northern Britain
from the south. Now a second Snow Beast was racing up from the south and threatening to thwart our
departure in a pincer like movement. Had we left on Wednesday as originally planned we wouldn’t
have made it because all the motorways of the central belt of Scotland had been engulfed in whiteout.
We bet on leaving at midday on Thursday and trying to outrun the Southern Beast whilst hoping to
outflank the western reaches of the Eastern Beast. Edging along the one open lane of the M6 at Shap
Summit, being astonished by a cornice on the banked up snow, we suddenly broke through the snow
showers and past the Beast’s clutches. Rush-hour at Glasgow was eerily quiet, not surprising given the
layer of compacted snow on the M74. Creeping along, I erred and told Adam to carry on instead of
turning towards the Erskine Bridge. Six miles of nerve jangling driving on Scotland's longest snow slide
ensued until we got back on track. Further patches of drifting snow in the Highlands came and went
and we finally made it to the Alex MacIntyre hut by 9.30pm. Remarkably the Glencoe and Lochaber
roads were clear, albeit everything else around us was completely frozen solid, including all the rivers
and lochans on Rannoch Moor. “Absolutely Baltic” best describes the scene!!
The fierce freezing cold East winds forced us to stay low on day one and the omens were not good
when a fallen tree blocked our way to Beinn Udlaidh. The omens improved when we chanced upon
some frozen waterfalls on the side of Aonach Dubh and it looked like we could salvage something
from the day. Two hours later my faith in ice diminished rapidly as the frozen crust of the pool I was
tiptoeing over gave way and in I went for my first bath of the weekend. Thigh deep, unable to feel the
bottom, holding on with one axe in a rock crack, I was aware I was entertaining a guide and two clients
watching me from the riverbank while I demonstrated the new sport Deep Water Flailing. A hasty
match on the axes and some udging saw me clamber up the ice step at the back of the pool, and
rather humbly announce to Adam and Graham that it was now a top rope session only. Bypassing the
next very steep fall we found another delightful 20 metre pitch and continued above this following the
frozen mountain stream over iced up pools, weaving round boulders, and short steps until we reached
our “picnic spot” – a scooped out hollow in a snow drift. No ticks and wet boots but a lot of fun on the
first day.
The Beast bit back on day two – more bitterly cold winds and a no show from a UKC partner meant a
quick change of plan. Graham and Adam braved the blustery conditions and moved together quickly
to tick off Dorsal Arete in Stob Coire Nan Lochan, one of the classic Glencoe grade II ridges. I opted for
Summit Gully on Stob Coire Nam Beith, a long route on a remote peak, and 450m worth (it feels a lot
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Beastly Tales (continued)
longer if you count it in feet!). A muffled and worrying “Karumph” sound at the base of the gully made
me pause to see if any debris ensued. Nothing emerged and I carried on up keeping carefully to the
sidewalls. It proved safe and only when descending into a neighbouring corrie did I find the source of
the noise – a large cornice collapse. A quick bypass of the debris, and a thumbed lift to the Clachaig, led
to a well-deserved pint.
Day three and still no UKC partner we had to pick a route for the three of us – Crowberry Gully.
A grade IV but known to be banked out that year, so mostly II with 2-3 short pitches. Walking in we
thought we had caught the Beast snoozing but its icy breath was everywhere and shortly after reaching
Crowberry Basin the clag increased. Tantalisingly we could not find the start of the route despite being
within a 100m of it, and when another team downclimbed past us, saying there was unstable slab
above, our options had reduced to one: retreat! Probably a good thing really as it spared the others the
zany but somewhat arduous experience of a “Proctor Night-time Special”!!
Day four, last day – something to do on the way home? Beinn Udlaidh! That well known roadside ice
crag by the Bridge of Orchy. Except it’s a one hour uphill slog to get to the base of the corrie and then a
steep snow slope to get to the base of the routes. Rather un-amusingly I realised at the foot of the
route we didn’t have sufficient ice screws to protect both seconds on the long traverse pitches of our
chosen route. The clag was hanging around the base of the crag so probably just as well we turned
back. Deflated but not completely outdone we found a lovely two-tiered ice fall on the way out and
cleverly (?) traded in yet another chance to savour the chilly blasts of the Beast for one last route,
appropriately (?) named Tinkerbell, III/4. A thankfully uneventful journey home ended our brush with
“The Beast”.
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The slathering pavlova dragon guarded his hoard with a terrible appearance.
Paul Turton
Wonderfully sweet, totally irresistible! And how best to describe the Pavlova?
Graham Field

Recycling on Meets
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets.
Please remember, if you brought it with you and it is
recyclable, take it home, or recycle locally . Thank You.
Newsletter Contributions
All contributions for the newsletters: articles, or other
contributions what would (or even might) interest members are welcome. Please email to Richard at:
richardlodge8@gmail.com

Send caption suggestions to richardlodge8@gmail.com

Kit
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops
offer discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at Stoney
Stratford, Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer
discounts to members when using the appropriate codes.
Local Climbing Walls
Various members of the Club climb at local walls.
On Thursday evenings a regular group can be found at Oxford
Brookes. On Friday lunchtimes a group meets at Reading. Finally at Big Rock at Milton Keynes on the last Friday evening
in the month there is a ‘Climb and Curry’ Evening. Climbing
from 7ish before retiring to the Purple Mango at around 9pm.
Please contact Alex if you wish to join us.

Committee Members

Committee post

Phone

Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2017

Meets 2018

Paul Turton
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Richard Andrews
Moira Domican
Graham Field

01844 238518
01296 713269
01844 345727
01494 526645
07887 750 500
07826 233559

Membership
Newsletter Editor

Adam Craig
Richard Lodge

07860 553984
07847 724041

Social

Jenny Walker

01296 713269

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events, photos,
discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo! , Facebook and
the website

ACC Committee Meeting - 16th Jan 2018
2018/2019 Meets
“Names-in-a-hat” to solve over-subscription for meets but we
need clear rules TBA.
Moira is considering huts for 2019 (asked for suggestions for
larger huts) or visiting known huts at different times of the
year
Treasurer’s Report
Richard Andrews is investigating the practicality of internet
banking.
Membership Report
Membership is increasing. Adam is checking what the club
needs to follow current data protection rules.
Social Events
Checking that we can have the 2018 Christmas dinner at the
Seven Stars again, Moira was hoping to plan another Christmas Party but because Bamford is not big enough so new
plans are being made for 2019
ACC Committee Meeting - 20h Mar 2018
Scotland: remaining place filled; Calendars all distributed;
Green Park coordinated by Alan Wilkinson
Membership Report
Falcliffe was under-attended due to circumstances/weather
but absentees paid anyway - thanks to all
Bosigran: 22 places, good tide times; member’s room could be
used if needed
Membership Report
Data protection implication for membership information —
held as an excel spreadsheet, with printed copy in the Red Box
and electronic copy on dropbox e.g. add password to spreadsheet, keep list in sealed envelope, amend wording on membership form and possibly constitution, keep old data for 4
years only.

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors
and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the
Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.
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